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Trends: Get ‘em 
while they’re Hot

34,802
The projected 

shortage of restaurant 
employees by 2015 is

estimated to reach 34,802, 
a number expected to climb 

to nearly 137,000 by 2030.

Foodservice Might, 
Foodservice Lite

At 25 per cent, Quebec was the province with the strongest
growth in restaurant employment from 2000 to 2012.

At -2 per cent, Newfoundland & Labrador was the one with
the weakest growth during the same period.

According to the National Restaurant Association, 
Father’s day is the third most popular day to dine out 

after Mother’s Day and Valentine’s Day. 
There are 8.6 million fathers in Canada, 

that’s a lot of potential business. 

60%

15%

13%

6%

6%

Sources: Canadian Restaurant and Foodservices Association, National Restaurant Association

8.6 million 

Dad’s favourite restaurant 
regardless of Father’s Day specials

Restaurant that is kid-friendly

Restaurant that dad hasn’t been
to before

Restaurant with Father’s Day 
food and drink specials

Don’t know

Father’s Day Diners’ Most 
Important Factor in Choosing the
Restaurant of Their Special Meal

Trade Secrets
At 86 per cent, chefs hold the strongest
job growth from 2000 to 2012 of all
restaurant occupations, while
bartenders scored the lowest growth
during the same time frame with a
negative 14 per cent growth.

Sources: Canadian Restaurant 
and Foodservice Association, 

National Restaurant Association.

The Restaurants Canada 2014 Chef Survey
reflects the opinions of more than 400
professional chefs, who were asked to rate 
the popularity of a variety of menu items 
and cooking methods, identifying hot and 
up-and-coming trends. Here they are:

1. Gluten-free/food allergy conscious
2. Quinoa
3. Locally sourced foods
4. Leafy greens (e.g. kale, Swiss chard,

mustard greens, collard greens,
dandelion, beet greens)

5. Craft beer/ microbrews
6. Food smoking
7. Heirloom fruit and vegetables (e.g.

tomatoes, beans, apples)
8. Charcuterie/ house-cured meats
9. Food trucks

10. Inexpensive & underused cuts of
meat such as beef cheek, brisket,
pork shoulder, skirt steak.  
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ST - Your tenure with the Company

I’ve been working at Sysco for a total of 28 years;  15 years at Sysco
Moncton holding various positions such as Marketing Assoicate, District
Sales Manager and Operations Manager; 13 years at Sysco St. John’s,
Newfoundland as a District Sales Manager and Marketing Associate.

ST - Did you ever work in a restaurant (or any place in
foodservice as a young person?), if so does that help
you understand their business needs more now. 

I’ve never had the opportunity to work in a restaurant, however I love 
the eating out experience and supporting my customers.

ST - Where do your Accounts fall in relation to your
territory - do you have to visit several communities? 

My accounts fall in the St.John’s area.  All of my accounts are within 20
minutes of our Operating Company.

ST - Describe the account composition of your territory
and how does it affect how you do your job?

I have every type of customer - Fine Dining, Fast Food, Pub Food, Bakery,
Pizza, Smoothie Shop, Coffee Shop, and Deli. When it comes to prospecting. 
I feel comfortable going into any type of customer.

ST - What do you like best about Sysco Brand? 

What I like best about Sysco Brand is it’s very high quality and you can’t
buy it anywhere else except at Sysco.  

ST - Do a lot of your accounts use Sysco Brand? 

Many of my accounts use Sysco Brand. As of late I have had great success
sliced deli meats, dressings and herbs.

ST - Describe how you have helped customer’s 
solve problems.

Solving problems for my customers is a high priority. I usually ask for
assistance from our Corporate Chef/ Business Resource Specialist either
through a customer visit or business review.

ST - What is the most challenging aspect of your job?
The most challenging part of my job is being a resource for my wide range

of customers that I have. From fine dining, bakeries, pub food, fish and chips,
my accounts are very diverse.

ST - What is the most rewarding aspect of your job? 
The most rewarding aspect of my job is when my customers see me as a

partner in their business and they call me first for a new product.

ST - What are the good things about working with 
your accounts?

When I sell them products and I am helping their customer have a great
dining experience. I feel like a partner in their business .

ST - What are your goals for the future? 
I have achieved sales goal as a manager and now I want to achieve goal in

my sales position. My first one Chairman Club.

ST - What do you enjoy most about working for Sysco? 
I can work my territory as if it’s my own business with numerous resources

to help me succeed, such as Business Review Resource, Stir Modules, Sysco
Ease, Reporting system, Menu Planning, Product Knowledge Training etc.

ST - How do you respond to foodservice trends? 
Healthier and lighter choices for lunch time sandwiches (gluten free),

soups and salad. We have a sandwich seminar scheduled for our customers
to give them new ideas for different sandwiches.

ST - What do you think is the biggest mistake that 
an operator might make in today’s market?  

One of the biggest mistakes that an operator might make in today’s
market is spending too much time running around picking up product 
instead of working in their restaurant and helping it succeed.

ST - What do you think makes some operators 
successful and others not so successful? 

A successful business is one that the operator is visible to their customers
and staff and willing to change with the trends in the industry.

WeTurn the 
Spotlight on...

Allan McGuirk  
Marketing Associate, Sysco St. John’s

profile
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By Michelle Ponto

The burger is a staple item on 
many menus, but what makes the 

average burger amazing?  
Is it the choice of meat, the cheese or the bread?  Or is it 

the sauce?  Brent Cator, the President and CEO of Cardinal
Meat Specialists Ltd, says it’s not just one thing that makes 
a burger amazing.

“At Cardinal, we make over 150 different types of burgers
and every one of them is a fit for different customer tastes,”
said Cator.  “The biggest single differentiator that takes that
preferred burger off the rails is the way it’s handled.”

When it comes to handling, Cator is talking about quality
control that covers all aspects of the burger.  He says you can
have great toppings and a wonderful bun, but if your cook
doesn’t know how to manage a grill and cook the burger to
an ideal 160 degrees F - and not an unsafe 150 degrees F or
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an overdone 180 degrees F - then the burger loses natural juices and
the flavours.  

The Secret to a Good Burger
Burgers are highly customizable, but when you take away the fancy

toppings and sauces, you have the meat part of the burger: the patty.
If this part isn’t right, it doesn’t matter how many slices of cheese or
bacon you put on top of it.

Paul Dubeau, Food Director of The Clocktower Brew Pub in Ottawa,
says the secret to their success is keeping it simple. “I think what makes
us different is our focus on sticking to the basics: a lightly seasoned patty,
a few quality toppings and a bun that keeps the whole package
together,” said Dubeau. 

The Clocktower menu consists of six different burger offerings ranging
from the standard burger with lettuce, red onion and tomato, to an
“Angry Goat” burger with herbed goat cheese,
banana peppers and spicy mayo.
While the toppings change on
the burgers, the patty and

Tips for 
Making the 
Perfect 
Burger

Whether you go with a classic or give it a spin, your burger has to stand out. 

•   Consumers, especially younger ones, show a growing interest in Cajun, Southwest, Asian, Greek,
Hawaiian and Indian flavour profiles1.

•   Overall, 25% of consumers say themed burgers are highly appealing1.
•   25% report strong interest in eating or trying exotic burgers that feature different proteins1.
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10Topping
Combinations to Add Sizzle 
to your Burger

1. Mozzarella cheese, marinara sauce, and
grilled mushrooms

2. Salsa, Monterey jack cheese, and jalapenos
3. Blue cheese and BBQ sauce
4. Avocado, Swiss cheese, and sprouts
5. Bacon, sour cream, cheddar cheese, 

and chives
6. Barbecue sauce, fried onions, Swiss cheese,

and bacon
7. Honey mustard, brie cheese, and Granny

Smith apples
8. Herbed goat cheese, roasted red pepper, 

and horseradish
9. Guacamole and red onion
10.Pesto and Parmesan cheese
Source: TheStir.com

Three Tips to Increasing 
Your Burger Sales

1. Lead by standing for one thing with your burger that your customer
can share with a friend, such as made by 100 per cent Alberta Beef or
Voted Best Burger in the Neighbourhood.

2.Be as transparent as possible and demonstrate pride in your product.
Don’t shy away from telling customers what makes your burger special.

3. Talk to the part of the burger sandwich that sets you apart from the
competition. Cator says a few examples could be: “Chef Jones does it
best”, “Fresh toasted buns”, “Freshest hand cut tomatoes in town”, or
“Cooked fresh over real mesquite.”

The second thing you should look for is consistency.  If your
supplier provides consistent burgers that have same taste, texture
and quality each and every time, then you can focus on the
customization and meeting your customers’ needs.  Finally, you
need to choose a patty that tastes great – because after all, this is
what is going to bring your customers back again and again.

And finally, when it comes to toppings and sauces, less is 
always more. If you have a great burger, let it shine and do the
talking for you. 

Order Code
Blueberry Cobbler Muffin 1250176
Double Chocolate Chunk Muffin 1250192
Cinnamon Walnut Streusel Muffin 1250200
Belgian Waffle 4” 1826254
Cinnamon Swirl Thick French Toast 5420385

Contact your 
Sysco Marketing

Associate for 
more information.

buns are the same. “Our most popular burger is the Supreme Burger which has
Swiss, cheddar, bacon, grilled onions and mushrooms. Our customers love it
because it hits them in all the right spots. It’s smoky, salty and cheesy,” said Dubeau.

Choosing the Right Patty

Dubeau says the patty is the focal point of the burger, so it makes sense to source
out the best quality product you can find.  The right grind, blending and

ingredients all play an important role to making at a great patty.

The first thing you need to look at when choosing a patty is the supplier’s
commitment to food safety as you want to make sure the meat you are
serving is safe and good quality.  “Cardinal leads in food safety and has
been awarded by Sysco as the leader in innovation for our Butcher Style
NTF technology. This less processed NTF ‘Natural Texture Forming’ allows

the natural juices to be retained during the cook process by sealing in the
juices and cooking in 50 per cent less time than a traditional burger,” said Cator.
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Why do Operators LOVE Bacon?
Bacon is a must-have ingredient because of its versatility and high

impact on taste buds.  Just a small amount of bacon is needed to add lots
of flavour and crunch, and it also allows you to command a higher price!  

Offering Bacon as an Add-On 
to Sandwiches and Pizzas is a Good Way 

to Bring in Some Extra Dollars!
Bacon is the king of breakfast meats.  It’s also a great contender at lunch

and dinner; half of consumers agree that most sandwiches are better with
bacon and many would be willing to spend extra to add bacon to it [1].
Bacon is also Canadian’s second favourite topping on pizza[2]. This suggests
strong opportunities for additional revenues and you may want to
consider offering bacon as an add-on topping if you don’t already.

Essentially, bacon gives you more bang for your buck!

Bacon Buying Tips!
When purchasing bacon, take into consideration its usage. Will it be

served on pizza, with breakfast or in a sandwich? It is important to know
because slice count, cut and packaging will influence your final choice.
Here’s why:

Slice Count Indicates the Thickness of the Slice

For example, a thinner slice is perfect for sandwiches as you don’t need
much to give lots of flavour, while a thicker slice will be appreciated by
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Bacon is one of the most loved and addictive
foods.  It is the superstar of pork in North

America!  In fact, the phenomenal enthusiasm
for bacon has a name - Bacon Mania - and has

resulted in outlandish recipes, events and
trinkets. Although 85% of bacon is served at

breakfast, it’s gone way beyond bacon ‘n eggs
and bacon-related items are sprouting

everywhere: chocolate covered bacon, bacon
salt, bacon cupcakes and even baconaise

(bacon-flavoured mayonnaise)!

Chocolate Covered

Bacon?

Bacon
makes everything

Better
By Olymel Food Service Solutions
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customers at breakfast. Moreover, choosing the right slice count
can have an impact on your profit.  Using a higher slice count
can reduce your portion cost because there are more slices 

for the same amount of bacon.  For example, an
18/22 slice count is just slightly thinner than

a 14/18 slice count, the real difference
is the length of slices is just a 

bit shorter, and your portion cost
is lower!

The cut indicates the
amount of fat/meat ratio. 

For example, centre cut is
meatier therefore a better choice for

thin slices in a sandwich, while a more
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economical cut, such as end-to-end, is perfect to be crumbled
on pizza.  Uniform style bacon on the other hand offers the best
plate coverage and most consistency overall.

Packaging has a direct impact 
on speed of service 

If you use a great amount of bacon and a short prep time is
essential to you, perhaps buying “lay out” bacon - bacon that’s
already laid flat on parchment paper - can streamline your
operations because you can just throw it in the oven or flip it on
the flat grill quickly.  If you have more time for prep you can then
benefit from the more economical “bulk” packaging in poly
lining, and if shelf life is important to you than you might be
interested by the new “gas flushed” packaging offered with
some bacon styles.

As you can see, slice count, cut and packaging matter.  Ask
your Sysco Marketing Associate for help on choosing the best
bacon for you!
[1][2][3] Technomic, Inc., 2013, The Center of the Plate: Beef & Pork Consumer Trend Report)

The BL T sandwich 
is a growing popular pick, it has increased in menu
incidence over the past year, rising from 42 menu

items in 2011 to 48 menu items in 2012[3]!  

Why not take it a step further and serve on a pizza! 
Your customers will love it!

    ORDER CODE        PRODUCT DESCRIPTION                        PACK SIZE
        2727785              Orange Juice Concentrate 3+1                       12 x 1 L

For more information please contact your Sysco sales representative.
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Pop-Up Patios 

By Kelly Putter

The world loves to dine outdoors. Whether noshing hot dogs at a drive-in
theatre, snacking on poutine from a food truck or savouring picnic fare at a
roadside stop, the experience of eating is somehow elevated to a higher level
when it’s done al fresco. 

The popularity of food trucks in recent years bears testament to the fact that
even though we live north of the 49th parallel, as hale and hearty Canadians,
we like our food fresh, as in outdoor fresh.

Our fascination for eating outside is now prompting another dining trend
that combines a strong social media component with a spontaneity factor
and it’s known as pop-up patios.

The concept of pop-up patios or sidewalk cafés is one in which the patio is
set up temporarily, which can mean for a onetime-only event or for the whole

summer season.  Pop-up is the trendy term that’s being applied to these outdoor dining
venues, but has also been used to describe everything from retail stores to parks and
plazas and markets.

“I think pop-ups are a fad for the next three or four years,” says Jason Victor, who has
operated a pop-up patio along the Rideau Canal in Ottawa for the past two summers.
“You see the concept used in other areas such as art exhibits and retail stores. It’s a
good way for those little mom and pop shops to make an impact on their community.
I want to do a pop-up tailor shop for custom suits.”

Victor and his partner Sachin Anand are planning to move their pop-up to different
venues around the capital city this summer. They’ll market their pop-up patios, which
typically sell craft beer and local wines in addition to offering nosh from gourmet food
trucks, on social media websites in an effort to instill their venues with an element of
surprise and spontaneity, a big part of the pop-up patio culture. 

Cities across Canada are grappling with the pop-up patio concept.
Pop-up patios in Calgary have been in the news for the past two
summers in large part because the concept of sidewalk patios was a
relatively new one for the city. These patios are just one way the city is
working at revitalizing its storefronts and outdoor spaces, says David Low,
Executive Director of the Victoria Park Business Revitalization Zone.

Generally speaking, if your space is privately owned you need to
comply with basic fire and safety regulations. The matter becomes much
more complex if the land is publicly owned. Issues of public safety and
access must be addressed so if your proposed pop-up patio blocks a fire
hydrant or a loading zone, your idea for curbside dining may be over.

The city of St. Catharines addressed the issue last summer, allowing
for its first pop-up patio in an effort to create a more lively and vibrant
downtown core. The patios were allowed in parking spaces for bars and
restaurants that don’t have enough sidewalk for a traditional outdoor terrace. Pop-up patio
owners pay a fee of $300 and have no exclusive right to the space unlike restaurants with
traditional sidewalk cafes that pay rent for exclusive use of the sidewalk in front of their
business. Pop-ups can’t serve alcohol because of liquor laws involving crossing public
sidewalks, and are not allowed to brand the space.

Still, it’s a concept that’s catching on in cities such as Halifax, Vancouver, Edmonton and
Hamilton. City planners are making accommodations to the streetscape and encouraging
this type of development. Creating pedestrian friendly settings is seen as the way to go
for municipalities that have struggled with tired and lifeless downtown cores.

Hamilton, Ontario Chef Kenny Lefebour has cooked at a number of pop-up dining
venues, which showcase popular chefs, Ontario wines and unusual locations. Hamilton’s
Dave Hanley is the creator of these out-of-the-ordinary dining experiences, which have
featured food and drink in such spots as an industrial warehouse, a lakefront music hall
and a vacated and rundown former restaurant space. Diners don’t find out where they
are dining until a day or two before the event.

“It adds an element of surprise and spontaneity to it,” says Hanley. “People like
thinking about food and wine differently in places you wouldn’t normally eat. We shine
the spotlight on beautiful places in Hamilton, Ontario thanks to these events. We could
do this for years and never do the same thing twice.”
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Pop Up
Canadians love to dine al fresco and that’s 

triggering a new food trend. Pop-up patios, anyone?
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Another aspect Hanley enjoys about pop-up dining is how diners enjoy sharing
the experience with other likeminded customers.

“What winds up happening is you interact with others. If you go to a
restaurant for a higher-end food experience you will notice segregation. You
don’t expect or attempt to talk to anyone else, whereas at a pop-up dining
experience you might be sharing a table and people wind up becoming friends
and getting to know each other.”

Pop-up dining has been around in other parts of the world for years. Hanley says
the concept is especially popular in Europe where guests get a kick out of the
venue’s oddball factor enjoying such bizarre dining experiences as eating in a Swiss
gondola dozens of metres high above the ground or dining in total darkness or
eating all-white food dressed head-to-toe in what else but white. 

The spur-of-the-moment, unplanned
feel of pop-ups could never have
occurred before the internet, a great
marketing tool that drives customers 
to patios and pop-up venues thanks to
social media sites such as Twitter and
Facebook, says Anand. Impulsiveness
aside, pop-up patios are sure to continue
to be popular thanks to the country’s 
too-short summers.

“In the summer people are looking to
be outside having a pint or just eating or
drinking in general,” says Anand. “What
a  great way to spend an hour or two.”
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Turning
down theheat

You want to be known as the hot restaurant 
because of your food, not your indoor temperatures. 

Here’s how to psyche guests into thinking you’re really cool
By Kelly Putter

If you can’t stand the heat, get out of the kitchen is an apt expression, except,
of course, if you actually earn your living in a kitchen. 

As a cook, wait staffer or kitchen helper you’re probably used to the sweltering
temperatures a commercial kitchen can produce come summer when heat and
humidity invade like a thick fog. 

Add to the soaring outside temperature, the heat from ovens, stove-tops and
fryers and you’ve got a real indoor pressure cooker. 

Keeping your guests comfortable is of utmost importance during summer
because there’s nothing worse than a cranky customer. While your natural
inclination is to crank up the A/C and worry about the bills later, there are ways to
play it energy smart without breaking the bank. Let’s take a look:

Serve cool foods – When you’re red-hot and hungry at the same time what
foods come to mind? Cold or frozen items that help neutralize the heat.  Start
customers off with a frosty beverage such as an ice-cold lager or mint-infused
mojito.  Introduce room temperature soups, salads and fresh sandwiches.
Popsicles are a fun way to start or
finish a meal. Dream up weird
and wonderful flavours and your
customers will thank you for it.

Since we associate certain
foods with refreshment and cold,
bear that in mind when creating
summertime menus and dishes.
Citrus, mint, cucumber, lettuces,
watermelon all give off a cool
vibe. Think Gazpacho, ice cream
sandwiches, hummus, chilled
avocado soup, tuna tartare and
just about any conceivable salad.

Block the sun – Getting blinded by the light isn’t good, nor is
feeling that added heat, even if it’s only psychological. While tried-
and-true blinds do the job, think about going that extra step. Hire a
local graphic artist to use the restaurant side of your blinds to either
add pizazz to your indoor décor or to somehow promote your menu
in a way that is tasteful and fits into your theme. Killing two birds with
one stone is great for efficiency and expedience.

Use greenery for cooling – Trees, hedges, vines all work toward
creating not only an inviting look to your establishment, but a cool
one too. Greenery is nature’s answer to heat and sun damage. Start
by shading your restaurant with awnings, pergolas, trees and other
barriers that prevent sun’s rays from hitting your windows and doors.
Exterior rolling shutters are very effective but expensive, while solar
screens, which look like standard window screens, also cut glare in
addition to heat.  Double glazing your windows can cut the intake
of summer heat inside your establishment by as much as 30 per cent.

A fan – Sounds old fashioned, but there’s a reason some things
never fade away. If you don’t have crazy-cold air conditioning or
perhaps none at all, you will need a fan on those sticky hot days.  If

you don’t have a patio or windows to open, know
that your business will likely suffer if you don’t
make attempts to lower your inside temperatures.
Depend on fans to at least move and chill the air
a bit.

Program it – Many homes today are outfitted
with a programmable thermostat. Your business
should be too. No point in cooling your space
when no one is there. Aim for at least 26 degrees
Celsius in summer during unoccupied periods.
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Our new product has a revolutionary formulation 
and flavour system that delivers the taste and performance 

of butter without the high fluctuating cost.

Our new product has a revolutionary formulation 
and flavour system that delivers the taste and performance 

of butter without the high fluctuating cost.

WholesomeFarms
European Style
Margarine 
Portion Cups

WholesomeFarms
European Style
Margarine 
Portion Cups

   ORDER       PRODUCT                                                      PACK
     CODE         DESCRIPTION                                                 SIZE

  2471953       Wholesome Farms                                               600/
                         European Style Margarine Portion Cups          6.5g cup

Looks, taste and performs
just like butter

The flavour is closer to 
butter than national
branded margarine cups

Contains no partially 
hydrogenated oil

Trans Fat Free

Low in Saturated Fat

Kosher Dairy

Cholesterol Free

Gluten Free

Save on portion cost 
compared to leading 
national brand margarine

Smooth texture is easy 
to spread

Convenient, sanitary
portion pack

Shelf life is 240 days

Refrigeration is required

Contact your Sysco Marketing Associate for more information.

More ways 
to save

Turn off exhaust hoods whenever you can

Filll your dishwasher to the max before turning it on

Make sure oven, fridge and cooler doors fit tightly

Replace old kitchen water sprayers with low-flow models

Use high efficiency griddles and fryers 

Purchase insulated cooking equipment where possible 
as it retains more heat

Don’t overload fryer cooking baskets 
as it lengthens cooking time

Make sure your windows and 
doors are closed when cooling

Check with your hydro 
carrier for audit funding 
and energy-efficient 
retrofit incentives
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New from
Sysco!
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Beer Bros Gastropub & Deli has been serving
customers for six years with the deli portion of the
venue open since 2011.  Located in the heart of
downtown Regina, SK., they cater to those
working in the offices in the area. But with the
city’s Globe Theatre located above them, they 

are also kept busy with theatre lovers during the
show season. 

The gastropub is known for their “ExBeerience,”
which is a multi-course menu with a sample beer
specially chosen to complement each dish.  In
fact, beer is the main theme of their menu.
Executive Chef and Partner Malcolm Craig says all
of the dishes have a beer component attached to
them, whether it is in the salad dressing, the gravy

or the food.  Their  “fan favourite” dish over the
years has been their Hard Cider BBQ pulled
pork sandwich which is served in a home-
made beer bread bun and topped with a red
cabbage slaw. Another favourite is their beer
battered fish and chips. This dish has been a
classic plate from the day they opened.  

However, these menu items are just the
beginning.  Chef Malcolm loves working with
fresh and sometimes unusual ingredients
and enjoys testing new food ideas with new
beers. He says the pub’s latest inspiration is
beer brine solutions. They’ve recently been
playing with different solutions for infusing
into their beef briskets, which is part of their
triple-smoked spice rubbed brisket sandwich
served with poutine. 

While these signature dishes and the
“ExBeerience” is enough to make them stand
out from the other pubs in the area, what
keeps customers coming back again and
again is their ability to adapt and work with
their clients and customers to ensure they get
exactly what they need.  Chef Malcolm and
the team pride themselves on taking the
time to cater to customers who have certain
allergies and dietary concerns such as wheat
sensitivities, vegetarian and vegan diets and
nut allergies.

As an upscale pub, Beer Bros has two main

The Flavour of 

Canada

“Chef Malcolm loves

working with fresh and

sometimes unusual 

ingredients and enjoys

testing new food ideas

with new beers”

Malcolm Craig,
Executive Chef and Partner 

Beer Bros Gastropub & Deli 

Regina, Saskatchewan

Sweet spicy hard cider bbq sauce infused, spice
rubbed slow roast pulled pork shoulder, 

in a house-made beer bread bun, finished 
with a house-made red cabbage slaw.
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dining areas, plus a smaller private dining area to cater to
special events and small functions.  Approximately 20 people
staff their kitchen with another 20 employees taking care of
the service areas.  Catering to the lunch and after work crowd,
their core operating times are between 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
and then 4:30 p.m. to midnight.  Chef Malcolm says their lunch
clientele are mostly business people who are on a tight
schedule, but their evening patrons are different.  As theatre-
lovers, diners and beer connoisseurs, they are more formal than
your average pub-goer and ready to spend the evening
relaxing with good food and good beer. 

Beer Bros has been the venue of choice for many events over
the years, but their catering highlights came in 2013 when
Regina hosted the Juno Awards and then later in the same year,
the Grey Cup. Both of these national celebrations brought in
many separate events for them to cater.  The pub also does
special home caterings where one or two of their kitchen staff
will come to the patron’s home and prepare a special meal for
them and their guests.

Chef Malcolm has been with Beer Bros for 6 years.  Originally
from England, his formal training was completed in the city of
Bath, UK.   There he started working in small hotels, slowly
moving his way up.  After five years, he helped to set up two
smaller establishments where he held the position of head

chef.  He says these start-ups were probably the greatest of
learning experiences he could have ever received in the trade.
They involved long hours, hard work and little time for anything
else except his team. 

Chef Malcolm’s role at Beer Bros has changed dramatically
over the years. He says he’s gone from being the leading voice
to more of a background noise. As the pub is maturing, he’s
focused on planning more events and caterings, and taking
care of the inventory.  He’s also managing more people and
takes pride in being a mentor to the staff and aspiring chefs.

Scotch Eggs 

6 hard boiled eggs
(peeled)
1135 g ground pork
1 tsp salt
1 tsp garlic powder
1 tsp ground white
pepper
1 tsp rubbed sage
Oil for frying

For the breading

1 cup seasoned all-purpose flour 
(1 tsp salt +1 tsp ground white pepper)

4 whole eggs (beaten with a splash of milk)

2-4 cups fine breadcrumbs

Mix the ground pork with the sage, garlic powder salt &
white pepper in a bowl. Check the seasoning at this point
by taking a small amount of the mixture and fry. When
cooked, eat a piece. Adjust seasoning if required by
adding more salt or pepper to your taste.

Divide the pork mixture into 6 and flatten each out on a
clean surface into ovals about 12.5 cm long and 7.5cm 
at its widest point.

Place the seasoned flour onto a plate, then dredge each
boiled egg in the flour.

Place each onto a sausage meat oval and wrap the
sausage meat around each egg. Make sure the coating is
smooth and completely covers each egg.

Dip each sausage meat-coated egg in the seasoned flour,
then into the beaten egg and milk, rolling to coat
completely. Then dip and roll into the breadcrumbs and
make sure they are completely covered. Do this twice to
ensure even coat and perfect crisp when fried. 

Heat the oil. The best temperature is 350°F to 375°F. If you
do not have a thermometer, the oil is ready when a 1" cube
of white bread dropped into the oil browns in 60 seconds.
If using a deep heavy-bottomed pan, the oil temperature
will be about 365°F when a breadcrumb sizzles and turns
brown when dropped into it. CAUTION: hot oil can be
dangerous. Do not leave unattended.

Carefully place each scotch egg into the hot oil and deep-
fry for 8-10 minutes, until golden and crisp and the
sausage meat is completely cooked.

Carefully remove from the oil with a slotted spoon and
drain on kitchen paper.

Serve cool or hot straight from the fry pot with some
mustard, ketchup or mayonnaise.  Seasoned fries & 
gravy work very well with Scotch eggs.

Some customers enjoying the distinctive ambiance 
and superb food at Beer Bros.
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littered with poor reviews some of which come from malicious customers,
disgruntled employees or jealous competitors. Some are legitimate, some not.
It’s believed that fake reviews occur at as high a rate as one in five.

“You should be aware of how expensive and harmful a problem can be
created by damaging reviews,” says Matthew Earle, the founder of
Reputation.ca, a Canadian firm specializing in search engine optimization and
online reputation management. “If you do something wrong to a client and
they want to attack you online they can take a chunk out of you.”

His company, which has worked mainly with larger foodservice chains, got
involved in reputation management work when an unhappy employee
started writing negative reviews and blogs about a former employer. Earle’s
firm pushed back writing press releases and blogs that showed positive facts
about the restaurant. Today, the employee’s negative remarks are difficult, if
not impossible, to find online. But that kind of reputation management can
cost a restaurant thousands of dollars.

“You get a lot of those kinds of temperamental employees in the foodservice
industry,” says Earle. “They get fired for something they did wrong and because
they don’t want to take responsibility, they blame the company and go on a
mission to destroy them.”

But perhaps your biggest worry is unreasonable, mean-spirited and
potentially unstable customers who love nothing better than having an axe
to grind. As the potential victim of a smear campaign, is there anything you
can do while your reputation is being chipped away bit by bit?

Use the internet to respond 
in a mature, empathetic and
professional way to criticism,
advises Earle. If the criticism is
unreasonable, spiteful or constant,
you’re probably best to ignore 
it. But if it seems remotely
reasonable responding to it is 
the best way to go.

It’s a good idea to communicate
privately with the critic before
doing so publicly. Reiterate their
concern back to them in your
reply and apologize that their
experience was not satisfactory.
You can do this without admitting
fault. If needed, ask for more
details regarding the issue or 
offer to make amends by offering
a free drink or dessert or some
such perk. 
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By Kelly Putter

Restaurant review websites have altered the
foodservice landscape. Love ‘em or hate ‘em, 

these websites are best when you 
learn how  to manage them.

In the old days restaurants managed their reputations
by doing what they do best: preparing good food 
at a fair price and offering their best level of service 
in a setting that suits your mood or the occasion 
you’re celebrating.

Word of mouth or restaurant reviews would either
make or break the reputation of a foodservice
establishment.

Cheaper, faster and seemingly more effective social
media websites and internet chatter have taken over the
old-fashioned way of making or breaking a restaurant.
But now that everyone is a critic are restaurants any
better off? Restaurant review websites abound are

Rating Your
Reputation

Online
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Once you’ve responded to criticism privately, be sure to do 
so publicly. This will boost your reputation in the eyes of customers who
will see you as being proactive in responding to feedback, negative 
or otherwise. 

Earle also suggests restaurants participate in online marketing strategies
that generate positive talk about your business. 

“Get on food blogs and feed the beast,” says Earle. “What you’re trying to
do when someone Googles your business is you want to look like a busy
company that has a lot of buzz.”

It’s also important to take off your defensive hat and decide if the critic
has a valid point. If you’re hearing the same criticism multiple times, you’ll
need to address the issue no matter what. 

Some restaurateurs have been known to sue the source of the criticism
or threaten a lawsuit. Others have fired back publicly. While tempting
especially in response to nasty, below-the-belt comments, never resort to

fighting fire with fire. Keep your comments professional and not
emotional or personal.

Earle also suggests that restaurant operators remind happy and
satisfied customers to give an online shout out to their experience, either
by leaving a little card on the table or asking wait staff to remind them
to write a favourable review. With mobile technology you could have
willing customers writing reviews about your establishment even before
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they’ve left the restaurant. Never bribe customers for a positive review,
says Earle, as that’s not good form and simply smells underhanded. 
Try to respond to positive reviews as well as that’s a great way to build
your reputation.

The issue of false reviews, whether over-the-top positive in an effort to
promote the restaurant or so negative as to damage its name, is
something all sides are currently grappling with. Deceptive reviews have
even been the subject of legal crackdowns, most notably a New York
investigation last September in which 19 mainly service-oriented
businesses were fined $350,000 and forced to stop their practice of
paying for false online reviews. 

Review websites clearly pose a big conundrum for modern-day
business. If people end up losing their ability to comment freely, that’s a
loss for free speech and businesses won’t need to be as accountable.
However, if the right to comment is upheld then businesses face harm
thanks to false accusations and exaggerated claims.

Regardless, online sites have clout. A Harvard Business School study
found that in 2011 restaurants that hiked their ranking on Yelp by 
one star raised revenues by five to nine per cent so there’s motivation 
for companies to fabricate reviews. Earle says Yelp has built its reputation
on catching the fakers and is widely known to diligently go after 
false reviewers. 

“They go to great measures to prevent you from spamming your
reviews,” says Earle. “It’s important to have reviews you can trust.”

How to encourage positive reviews
One of the best ways to get online reviews working for you is to encourage
satisfied customers to post positive reviews. Be careful how you approach this 
so that it doesn’t backfire.

Be sure to:

• Display the logos of the review sites in your restaurant and on your website

• Provide comment cards inside the restaurant that include the logos and 
web addresses of review sites (customers can either drop the card in your
suggestion box, or take it away and post their comment on line)

• Embed a ‘Review us now’ button on your website that takes customers 
to the review site

• Regularly give customers new reasons to review your business 
(e.g. introduce new dishes and incentives)

• Consider asking especially satisfied customers to post a review 

• Aim to add a few new reviews each month

Don’t:

• Send an email to your entire customer list asking them to post a positive
review as a wave of positive reviews will either be filtered out as fake or
regarded with great suspicion by readers

• Offer incentives to bribe customers to review you. Their reviews are likely to
sound false and to be filtered out or ignored by readers. Plus you won’t really
learn what your customers think

Contact your Sysco Marketing 
Associate for more information

 ORDER CODE    PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
     5564471         Arrezzio 4oz. Italian Sausage Link
      5564497         Arrezzio 4oz. Hot Italian Sausage Links
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Top5 
Summer 

Drink  

Trends 

Trend 1
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By Michelle Ponto

Bubbly, fruity, handcrafted or microbrewed…
this summer’s drinks have your customers 

craving something new and refreshing.

Ahh….summer has arrived and that means your customers will be
looking for icy cold, thirst quenching drinks for dining, summer happy
hours and gatherings with friends.   

To help you get some ideas for your summer cocktail menu, we’ve put
together a list of the top five drink trends of the season:

Fruity Bubbles
This summer, patrons can’t enough get of carbonated beverages that 
range from fruity non-alcoholic spritzers to adding carbonation to

classics like gin and tonic and martinis.  But we can’t forget 
about the king of bubbles - Champagne.  Sparkling wine 

and champagne is no longer just for special occasions
like weddings and New Year’s Eve, but 

for everyday.

Champagne cocktails are on

the rise. You’ll find everything from traditional mimosas made with
orange, mango or peach juice, to refreshing blends like lavender
champagne with a fresh lavender spring for garnish or a heavenly St.
Germain Elderflower Liqueur and champagne combination.  Think of
champagne as the new martini because you’ll now see champagne
combined with other alcohols like liqueurs and brandy.  To make them
even more special, some venues have been serving them with a frothy
egg-white finish on top.

Tea Please
The second hot trend is now served on the rocks.  Tea cocktails are

trending this year.  Jasmine and green tea taste great with gin.  You can
infuse ginger lemon tea with tequila.  And if vodka is your spirit of
choice, try adding any fruit tea with a complimentary juice or alcohol.
A simple vodka tea combination is vodka with orange citrus tea and
Grand Marnier served shaken or on the rocks. Add an orange slice as
garnish and you have a signature summer cocktail.

Craft Beers
The microbrewery trend is still popular across Canada as more and

more cities are hosting their own craft beer festivals.  Beer-lovers enjoy
experimenting with new brews from local breweries or places from far
away.  Because of this, craft beer flights and beer pairing dinners are a
growing trend.  One of the reasons the flights are so popular is that
customers get the opportunity to taste a variety of new beers in smaller
glasses without having to commit to one that they may not like. 

If your venue is just getting into microbrews, one way to test its
success is by picking just a few and create a “Microbrewery of the Week”
special or feature one as part of your Happy Hour.  If your customers like
the new brews, they’ll let you know with repeat orders and visits.

Exotic and Skinny Margaritas
Salt or no salt, margaritas are an icy cold drink that keeps people

coming back, but this summer, it’s time to add a little twist to the old
standby.  Blood orange, pomegranate and prickly pear margaritas are
just a few of the new flavours customers are craving.  But don’t stop
there.  Make your own version by adding flavoured syrups from local
sources such as Saskatoon berries, gooseberries and BC peaches.  

One other tempting treat is the skinny margarita.  These are
generally made the same as your traditional margarita,

but you use club soda instead of margarita mix to cut
down on the sweetness and the calories.

Trend 4

Trend 3

Trend 2
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Elixirs, bitters and tonics
Just like beer lovers want something different and unique with

their microbrews, cocktail lovers want to be thrilled with their
beverages.  They want them shaken, stirred and artistically created
by a mixologist – and they want to watch them do it.  

Complex beverages often made with in-house infused tonics,
vodkas and syrups are popping up on menus across the country.
And so are old drinks like Absinthe served the traditional way with
a slotted spoon on top, a sugar cube and ice water to dilute it. 

These specialty drinks are to be sipped and savoured, but if your
venue isn’t ready to go all out, one way to create the appearance
of handcrafted drinks is having them made at the table.  Simply,
have your bartender prepare the drink in a shaker and have the
garnishes like blueberries, raspberries or mint ready in the glass.
Then have the server shake up the prepared drink at the table and
pour into the garnished glass.  

One final easy summer drink trend is fancy ice.  Adding fruit,
herbs like basil, mint or rosemary, lemon peel and other colorful
additions to your ice cubes as they freeze can turn lemonade,
vodka and gin beverages, and others into an unique summertime
cocktail. This summer’s trends are fun and refreshing.  Promoting
them in the same way through Happy Hour specials, social media
posts and colourful table toppers will help make your venue your
customer’s destination.

Trend 5 Top Canadian Craft Beers by Category

1. IPA: Red Racer Pale Ale 

2. Gluten-Free: Glutenberg Belgian Double 

3. Wheat: Weissbier

4. Porter: Nutcracker Porter

5. Stout: St- Ambroise Oatmeal Stout

6. Farmhouse Saison: Saison Station 16

7. Belgian: La Fin Du Monde

8. Mead: Meade

9. Rye: Rye Pale Ale

10. Lager: Black Cat

11. Kolsch: Lug Tread

12. Red: Fighting Irish Red

Source: Huffingtonpost.ca
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No matter how you look at it, achieving optimum food cost control
requires hard work and an unparalleled commitment to running your
restaurant with military-style precision.

Most of us know what leads to achieving better food cost
management. The hard part is staying on top of these matters. So as we
discuss ways to improve your food cost, don’t attempt to take on each
and every point all at once. Ease your way into making one or two small
changes at a time. That way the job won’t be too terribly difficult to
master and cause you to give up.

It’s important to determine what you want your food cost to be,
advises Bob Butterill, a restaurant consultant and chef instructor at
George Brown College. The ideal food-cost range is 28 to 32 per cent.
Keep in mind that that percentage is based on your menu as a whole
and not each and every dish. So you will have items that come in at 18
per cent food cost and others that are 40 per cent. The point is to shoot
for an overall food cost of 28 to 32 per cent.

Train Employees & Watch Your Portions

Staff training is key if you want to keep your costs down, says Butterill.
Cooks need to know how to handle and cook food properly so that a
steak ordered rare doesn’t come back to the kitchen because it’s
overcooked. Make sure your cooks understand your recipes, what
exactly goes into each one and how to trim certain cuts of meat. It never
hurts to bone up on staff training every once in a while.

Portion control is a huge aspect of keeping your food costs under
control. If you sell a four-ounce hamburger and one cook makes it a 4.5
ounce while another cook forms a five-ounce patty you are wasting

money. Install measures so that each of your different cooks can easily
portion out the same amount of food. 

Portion control goes back to staff training. Educating your cooks
on what a four-ounce hamburger looks like is vital. With all cooks 
on the same page you’ll not only meet your food-cost targets but
gain a reputation for consistency, a trait many patrons reward with
repeat business.

Buy Already Prepared

For some operators, pre-portioned, low-prep, convenience foods
are the way to go. Sauces, salad dressings, pre-cut French fries and
chicken tenders are just a few examples of the kinds of menu items
you can purchase readymade.  While they will cost more than making
them from scratch what you save on your labour costs outweighs
the added cost. Bread is another area that restaurants typically save
payroll costs on as it is more cost effective in most cases to purchase
it pre-made.

Keep Tabs on Inventory

Stay on top of your inventory. Knowing what you need and how
much you need helps you control food cost. Order high volume
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Maximize 
Profits through 
Food Cost
You can only add so much 
water to the soup before
customers take notice. 
Here’s a look at ways to decrease
food costs and hike profits.
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items in bulk, if possible. And if you’re buying larger quantities than your
competitors than means you have buying power. 

Reducing excess inventory creates less waste and spoilage. Perhaps
having fewer products on hand will also inspire your staff to 
better portion and handle your expensive products. Production
planning based on your restaurant’s historical sales figures is 
the way to go.

It’s a good idea to cost out every menu item and recipe. A
profitable restaurant needs to achieve specific sales goals and
hit certain cost targets. The first step in projecting a cost target
is to create a master inventory list and that means pricing of
every ingredient you purchase. Using the master inventory
you can calculate the cost of every recipe and menu item
for comparison to the selling price of the menu item.

Waste Not, Want Not
Keep your eye on the garbage or lack thereof. You’ve

probably heard stories of restaurants that keep track of each
kitchen staffer’s waste. At the end of a shift, their garbage is
examined with a view to finding usable trimmings, waste
and scraps. The employee is then given on-the-spot training
as to what could have been done with the waste. Trying this
exercise for a week or two can be a real eye opener. Some
operators have been known to take this to the extreme by
eliminating all trash cans in the kitchen.

Because there are always good food scraps that can be used, have a 
plan to use them elsewhere on the menu. Soups, gravies, sauces and
garnishes are prime candidates for food that’s otherwise been slated 

for the trash bin.

Shorts & Theft

Consider using a scale for more expensive products and
those you buy by weight. Protect your restaurant from
being shorted by weighing certain items at least randomly
or ensuring that all meat is weighed. Some establishments

do so on a regular basis.

Food cost is affected by unaccounted product and
restaurants are best to have some types of controls in place
to seek out dishonest employees who might be quick to
pinch a few steaks, bottles of wine or other higher priced
items. It’s not uncommon for staff to throw out items that
they intend to retrieve at a later time. To circumvent this, place
a video camera in your dumpster area. Having a camera
pointed towards your back door and dumpster area allows
you to playback the suspicious periods of occurrence.

Given that margins are generally very tight in restaurants,
keeping on top of your food cost is an absolute must. While it may

be one of the more disagreeable aspects of restaurant ownership,
managing your food costs well can provide you the profits with which to
ply your creativity.
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Peter Ecker
Corporate Chef, Sysco Winnipeg

What is your favourite kitchen item and
why do you like it so much? 

Rational combi oven. It’s the world’s most state-
of-the-art piece of equipment, a computerized
oven that is accurate and easy-to-use.   

What’s the best tip you 
offer foodservice operators?  

Always be learning and practicing. It starts with
the pre-shift every day and making sure you are on
same page and really focused. Kitchen and front-
of-house staff need to gather with the Manager or
supervisor and talk about the plan for the day.

What is one of the easiest things 
an operator can do to improve 

his or her establishment?

Introduce new ingredients. The day-to-day rat
race in hospitality can be a little depressing so you
want to help lift spirits by having people work with
new ingredients. This keeps juices flowing and then
people want to come into work and learn. A steady
diet of the same thing day-in, day-out is a recipe for
uninspired staff that will easily be poached by a
competitor.

How important is service and ambience in
the overall standing of a restaurant?

The first impression and the attention to detail
are most important. It’s well known that customers
return to a restaurant often not just for the food but
for its good service and cleanliness. A hot trend
right now is for restaurants to welcome customers
into the kitchen.

Finish this sentence. When running a
restaurant, operators should always....

Be consistent with the service and food provided.
The independent operator has the largest
opportunity to grow and influence customers’
choices when focusing on the consistency of 
their products. 

What cooking techniques and/or chefs
have inspired your work?

For cooking technique it would be saucier work.
As for the chefs that inspired me I pick up
something from each of them, which has helped
make me well-rounded.

Do you have a guilty pleasure 
when it comes to food? 

Butter. 

What’s your favourite culinary trend, 
past or present?

Tapas eating is the way to go. It’s small amounts
of a variety of things. Variety is the spice of life!
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Chef 
du Jour

Tell us about your favourite all-time dish.

My all-time favourite dish is breakfast, but you
have to stay over – I like to tease people with that
line. Breakfast is the most important meal of the
day. I’m crazy about crepes.

How and when did you know that
working in a kitchen was for you?

It was the closest to rock stardom that I could get.  

What’s your favourite cookbook?

Le Larousse Gastronomique.

What’s your best cooking tip?

Don’t let you cooks use white pepper. Every time
they use white pepper they use too much. 

Do you have a favourite 
kitchen disaster story to share?

It was the early ‘90s at the Regina Delta Hotel and
we were catering our first event for the RCMP. We
rented a truck to carry the food over to the event
and one of the kitchen staffers didn’t close the back
of the truck properly. The catering truck crashed on
the way to the event and the hot box and carts all
landed on the street in downtown Regina. We
managed to get things set up to serve soup and
salad and I had to go back to the hotel to redo the
food for 200 people. We saved the day and got it
done on time.

Your last meal would be.........what?

Sopressata, olives and wine or a great single 
malt neat.
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Courtesy of Olymel
Serves 4

INGREDIENTS                                  METRIC       IMPERIAL

Sysco Classic 16/18 bacon (3021169)           90 g                    3 oz
Crumbled Roquefort cheese                          454 g                     1 lb
Small red onion, finely diced                                  1                          1
Dried cranberries                                            125 mL                ½ cup
Roasted almond slivers                                   65 mL                ¼ cup
Raspberry Dressing:                                                                                   

Extra-virgin olive oil                                          65 mL                ¼ cup
Raspberry vinegar                                             30 mL                2 tbsp
Large Raspberries, crushed 

(fresh or frozen)                                                     10                        10
French shallots, minced                                            3                          3
Honey                                                                   15 mL                1 tbsp
Salt and freshly ground pepper to taste               

METHOD

Vinaigrette:

• Place all of the ingredients in a bowl and mix well using a whisk. 

Salad:

• Cook bacon in a pan or in the microwave and drain on 
absorbent paper. Cut bacon into 1 inch size pieces.

• Divide the spinach into four bowls and sprinkle with the
cheese, red onion, almonds, cranberries and bacon.

• Top with the dressing.

Baby Spinach Salad 
WITH BACON

Turkey Mango Pita
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Courtesy of Olymel
Serves 4

INGREDIENTS                                     METRIC    IMPERIAL

Sliced Sysco Imperial 
Oven Roasted Turkey                                    150 g                    5 oz

Plain Greek yogurt                                         125 mL                ½ cup

Liquid honey                                                         5 mL                   1 tsp

Coriander, finely minced                                30 mL                2 tbsp

Greek pita breads (without pockets)                   4                          4

Mango, peeled and thinly sliced                           1                          1

Mixed salad greens                                        500 mL               2 cups

Freshly ground salt and pepper to taste               

METHOD

• In a bowl, mix yogurt, honey and coriander. Season to taste.
Set sauce aside.

• Top pita breads with chicken and mango slices, salad greens
and sauce. Fold pita breads in two.

Enjoy!

what’s
cooking?
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Courtesy of Kraft Canada Foodservice
Yield:  12 Serving

INGREDIENTS                                     METRIC    IMPERIAL

Burgers                                                                                                                   

Lean Ground Beef                                                 1.5 kg         3 lb + 6 oz
Pork Tenderloin, cut into small cubes               1 kg                      2 lb
Flaked Coconut, toasted                                   500 ml                 2 cups
Soy Sauce                                                               125 ml                 ½ cup
Sriracha Chili Sauce                                               15 ml                 1 Tbsp
Onion Sandwich Rolls, split, toasted                    12                        12 
Fresh Pineapple Slices, 1/4 inch thick, grilled    12                        12 
Red Onions, cut into thin slices                               12                        12 
BBQ Sauce Glaze                                                                                               

Garlic Cloves, thinly sliced                                           3                           3 
Oil                                                                                   7 ml            1-1/2 tsp
Lime Juice                                                                 75 ml              1/3 cup
Bulls Eye Bold Original Barbecue Sauce             1 L         4-1/2 cups
Bacon, cooked, drained and crumbled       175 ml              3/4 cup 
Chopped Fresh Parsley                                        15 ml                 1 Tbsp

METHOD

BURGERS: 

• Combine all ingredients. Shape into 12 (8-oz. [250-g]) patties, each
about 4 inches (10 cm) in diameter. Cook patties in saute pan (or on
flat-top grill) 1 to 2 min. on each side or until browned on both sides.
Transfer to parchment paper-lined half-sheet pan. 

• Bake in 350ºF-convection oven 8 to 10 min. or until burgers reach an
internal temperature of 150ºF. Remove from oven. (Temperature will
rise to 160ºF as sandwiches are assembled.) 

BBQ SAUCE GLAZE: 

• Saute garlic in hot oil in same skillet on low heat 2 min. or until tender.
Add lime juice; cook until pan is deglazed. Stir in barbecue sauce. Bring
just to boil. Stir in bacon and parsley. Remove from heat. 

• For each serving: Brush 2 tsp. (10 mL) BBQ Sauce Glaze onto bottom
half of bun; top with pineapple slice and burger. Brush burger with
additional 1 Tbsp. (15 mL) BBQ Sauce Glaze; top with 1 onion slice 
and top of bun. Serve with 1/2 cup (125 mL) Maui Bistro Sweet 
Potato Salad.

Maui 
Burger

Pulled Pork 
Burger 

WITH SMOKED CHEDDAR 

Courtesy of David Swanson Reinhardt CCC, 
Sysco Calgary Corporate Chef

Yield:  1 Serving

INGREDIENTS                                  METRIC       IMPERIAL

Fire River Farms Prime Rib 
Burger Patty                                     1 – 170 gr               1 – 6 oz

Brioche 4”                                                    1 each                1 each

Block & Barrel Classic Pulled Pork     125 mL                 ½ cup

Smoked Cheddar Cheese                       1 slice                 1 slice

Chimichurri Paste                                      60 mL                 ¼ cup

Sysco Mayonnaise                                  125 mL                 ½ cup

Lemon (juiced)                                      ½ lemon            ½ lemon

Sysco Gourmet Breaded 
Onion Rings 5/8”                                   6 each                6 each

Pepper                                                       1.25 mL                  ¼ tsp.

Salt                                                              1.25 mL                  ¼ tsp.

Sweet Potato Plank Cut Fries                145 gr                     5 oz

METHOD

• Combine mayo, lemon juice, chimichurri paste, salt and pepper
and place in refrigerator until needed.

• Charbroil burger until minimum temperature of 160 degrees F 
in centre.

• Heat pulled pork and place on cooked burger, top with
smoked cheddar and place on toasted bun.

• Top burger with lettuce and tomato, place top bun on and
skewer whole burger with steak knife then hang onion rings
over the steak knife.  

• Serve with sweet potato plank cut fries.
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